Class: VII

NATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD-2015
Model Paper-1
Class: VII
Time: 60 Minutes

Total Marks: 60
Total No. of Questions = 60 (Each Question Carries-1 Mark)

I. Choose the Correct Answer among the given Options and write it in the given bracket
1. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence:
Bananas are very good for health.
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun

[
]
D. material noun

2. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: This chair is made of wood. [
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. material noun
3. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: Mumbai is a large city
[
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
4. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: The rose smells very good. [
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
5. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: This person deals in sugar. [
]
A. common noun
B. collective noun
C. proper noun
D. material noun
6. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: The phone is ringing.
[
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
7. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: This girl is very emotional. [
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
8. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: We always worked in team. [
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
9. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: Sheep always flock together [
]
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun
D. abstract noun
10. Tick the correct type of noun (marked as Unbolt) used in the sentence: I bought a bouquet for him. [
A. common noun
B. collective
C. proper noun

]

11. A pronoun that stands for a person or a thing is called a _____ pronoun.
A. reflective pronoun
B. possessive pronoun
C. personal pronoun

[
]
D. None of these

12. A pronoun that is used to point out the object or objects to which it refers is calledA. reflective
B. possessive
C. demonstrative

[
]
D. None of these
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13. A pronoun which is used to ask questions is calledA. interrogative
B. reflective
14. Pronoun used to convey emphasis is called a ______.
A. emphatic pronoun
B. interrogative pronoun

C. demonstrative

[
]
D. None of these

C. reflective pronoun

[
]
D. None of these

15. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: What action was taken?
A. what
B. action
C. taken

[
]
D. None of these

16. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: Mary saw herself in the mirror.
A. mary
B. saw
C. herself

[
]
D. None of these

17. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: She herself locked the door.
A. she
B. herself
C. locked

[
]
D. Both A. and B.

18. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: Rohit dried himself with a towel.
A. Rohit
B. himself
C. towel

[
]
D. None of these

19. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: I slipped and hurt myself.
A. slipped
B. hurt
C. myself

[
]
D. None of these

20. Tick the pronoun in the sentence: We enjoyed ourself in the party.
A. enjoyed
B. ourself
C. party

[
]
D. None of these

21. Fill with the correct pronoun: I saw a girl ___ was wearing a funny dress.
A.who
B.whose
C.whom

[
D.all of them

22. Fill with the correct pronoun: The bus ___ we wanted to catch, had already left.
A.which
B.whom
C.who

[
]
D.none of these

23. Fill with the correct pronoun: ____ is the time by your watch?
A.which
B.what
C.why

[
]
D.none of these

24. Fill with the correct pronoun: I am tired. Don’t disturb ___.
A.her
B.them
C.me

[
]
D.none of these

25. Fill with the correct pronoun: She said that mother had slapped____.
A.then
B.her
C.his

[
]
D.none of these

26. Fill with the correct pronoun: They enjoyed _____ in the summer vacation.
A.themselves
B.herself
C.himself

[
]
D.none of these

]

27. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? He spoke in a loud voice. [
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
28. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? Don’t talk so loud.
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
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29. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? Ram is our fast bowler. [
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
30. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? He lives in
the next house.
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun

[
]
D.none of these

31. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? When I next see him,
I will speak to him.
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
32. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? Go back.
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun

[
]
D.none of these

33. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? Are you an early riser?
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
34. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? We started early.
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
35. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? My mother thinks
very high of me.
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
36. Tick the correct option, that the underlined word is used in which form? Always aim high.
[
]
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun
D.none of these
Answer the questions from the given Paragraph:
Back pain is not usually due to a single cause, but the result of a build up of factors accumulating over time.
Spine is the central axis of the body and combines with joints and muscles to make a supportive frame of the trun
k to maintain an upright posture. It is made up of 33 small bones called vertebrae with discs that act as shock abso
rbers. Wear and tear of the back’s supportive structures cause back pain, strain and injury. Back problems often re
sult from an imbalance between tissues (muscles, ligaments and tendons) surrounding the spine alignment due to
bad posture. Ideal posture is when the spinal column is in a neutral position, forming a gentle sloping S-shape.
37. What could be the title of the paragraph?
[
]
A.back pain
B.reasons of back pain
C.take care of your body
D.spine
38. Why does the back pain takes place?
A.due to one factor
C.sitting for long hours
39. Structure of small bones is called –
A.vertebrae
B.small discs

[
B.build up of factors accumulating over time
D.not paying attention to your back

C.spine

40. Wear and tear of the back’s supportive structures causesA.healthy back
B.back with a little problem
C.back pain, strain and injury.
D.pain in the neck
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41. Tick the synonym of ‘awkward’
A.uncomfortable
B.blame
42. Tick the antonym of the word ‘bless’
A.shallow
B.curse

C.scared

[
]
D.none of these

C.bless

[
]
D.none of these

43. A word which is used with a noun or a pronoun to show how the person or thing denoted by
the noun or pronoun stands in relation to something else is[
A.pronoun
B.noun
C.conjunction
D.preposition
44. “I ran fast but I missed the train”. Here ‘but’ is a –
A.interjection
B.preposition

C.conjunction

45. A word which is used to add something to the meaning of a verb, an adjective,
or adverb is calledA.verb
B.adverb
C.preposition

]

[
]
D.none of these

[

]

[

]

D.noun

46. What is the feminine of bachelor?
A.Women
B.Spinster

C.Sister

D.Girl

47. ‘I write this letter to please you.’ Which is this tense?
A.present
B.past

C.future

[
]
D.present perfect

48. ‘He has just gone out.’ This sentence is in which tense?
A.present perfect tense
C.present continuous

[
B.present perfect continuous tense
D.simple present tense

49. ‘Can you lift this bag.’ What does ‘can’ signify hereA.verb
B.modal

C.noun

[
D.proverb

50. ‘The child slept soundly.’ What kind of adverb is ‘soundly’?
A.adverb of time
B.adverb of frequency
C.adverb of place
D.adverb of manner
51. Place the correct preposition- ‘I shall return ___an hour.’
A.within
B.into

C.before

C.beautyyful
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[

]

D.at

52. Put the inverted commas, commas and capital letters wherever required-I would rather die he said than
join the oppressors of my country.
[
A.‘I would rather die he said than join the oppressors of my country”
B.“I would rather die” he said “than join the oppressors of my country.”
C.I would rather die he said “than join the oppressors of my country.”
D.“I would rather die” he said, than join the oppressors of my country.
53. What do you get after adding- beauty+ful.
A.beautiful
B.beautyful

]

]

[
]
D.none of these
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54. “We go him to asked.” Place all the words correctly to form a sentence.
A.We asked him to go.
B.we him to go asked.
C.asked him we to go.
D.to go we asked him.

[

]

55. Give one word for the sentence “things which you can’t do”
A.impossible
B.possible
C.very difficult

[
D.very easy

]

56. Tick the correct type of noun given as bold in the sentence.
The fairy told the child an interesting story.
A.abstract noun
B.common noun
C.proper noun

[
]
D.collective noun

57. Tick the correct option, that the italicised word is used in which form?
My mother thinks very high about me.
A.adverb
B.adjective
C.pronoun

[
]
D.none of these

58. Tick out the adjective in the sentence. Molina express was very fast.
A.very
B.fast
C.was

[
]
D.none of these

59. Pronoun used to convey emphasis is called a ______ pronoun.
A.emphatic pronoun
B.interrogative pronoun
C.reflective pronoun

[
]
D.none of these

60. The train came to a halt by itself. Tick at the pronoun in the sentence.
A.train
B.came
C.itself

[
]
D.none of these

Answer Key

1. C 2. D 3. C 4. C 5. D 6. A 7. D 8. B 9. B 10. B 11. C 12. C 13. A 14. A 15. A 16. C 17. D 18. B 19. C 20. B 21. A 22. C 23. C 24. D 25. B 26.
C 27. B 28. A 29. B 30. B 31. A 32. A 33. B 34. A 35. B 36. A 37. B 38. B 39. A40. C 41. A 42. B 43. D 44. C 45. B 46. B 47. A 48. A 49. B 50.
D 51. A 52. D 53. A 54. A 55. A 56. A 57. A 58. A 59. A 60. C
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